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Code Red Training 
Jesse Brown’s trip to Palmer 

for Basic Fire Fighter Code 
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Code Red Training 
BY JESSE BROWN 

 

J une 9th through the 14th, I attended Basic Fire Fighter Code Red Training 

in  Palmer,  at  the  Fire  Fighting  Training 

Facility.  It  was  a  four‐day  training  that 

consisted  of  fundamentals,  safety,  and 

technique.    I  met  many  other  people 

from villages just like this one, and got to 

work and  train with  them.   This  training 

was to teach us the importance and need 

of  these Code Red  containers,  and why 

we need to service them frequently. They 

showed us the basic maintenance of the 

container and how to properly use it and 

than properly put it away.  

  As I talked with the other trainees, 

I heard about the many troubles they are 

facing  in  their  small  communities,  and 

how  they want  to  solve  them. Many  of 

these communities are part of  the Code 
(Continued on page 3) 
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Birthdays This Month: 
July 1 - Kiara Nelson 

July 3 - Jesse Brown 

July 8 - Ida Nelson  

July 16 - Fewnia Zharoff 

July 18 - Dolly Ann Zharoff 

July 19 - Betsy Hostetter 

July 20 - Vicki Mason 

July 21 - Keilan Wassillie 
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Environmental Report 
             by Christina Salmon—Environmental Director 

    July 
 

 It’s been a while since I submitted my own article!  I have had an extremely busy and productive sum-
mer!  Angel retired as the environmental program intern and was replaced by Mary Hostetter who also filled the 
spot of George Riddle our water quality tester. I’ve made several trips to Anchorage representing our program 
on various levels.  I sat on BBNA’s workgroup editing and providing input on a Bristol Bay Green Book. The title 
is not yet official, but it was a great experience and I met many wonderful people from our region working to-
wards the same cause. I gave a presentation to the Village Landfill Administrators Conference on household haz-
ardous wastes and segregation in May.  After that conference, I was invited to speak in San Diego in August on 
the same topic.  I am looking forward to my first trip to California. We were chosen by ALPAR to be a pilot com-
munity on #1 PETE plastics recycling.  We are honored to have this opportunity; we were also interviewed by 
the Bristol Bay Times about our recycling program.  We have crushed more that 500 pounds of glass and have 
been dumping it when the burner is emptied.  Our second bale was made of cardboard and we are looking for-
ward to burning it in the greenhouse incinerator.  
 

Reminder: 
 

We have been getting a lot of pop cans thrown into our trash, please remember to segregate aluminum and # 1 
plastic, thanks! 

Hi everyone, 
 
As everyone has probably noticed by now, the new public safety office is in the midst of construction 
and we are hoping it will be completed by mid July. 

 
I wanted to touch on a subject that everyone may not be aware of. If you enter a building or remain in a building with-
out authorization it is considered trespass. It does not matter if the door is locked or not. If you’re not supposed to be 
there then don’t. If anything gets broken or you take something while in that building it elevates from Trespass to Bur-
glary, a Class C Felony, this includes unauthorized use of electronic devices, such as phones, computers and such. 
 
I also wanted to remind everyone, that the council passed an ordinance in respect 
to the speed limit in the main part of the village. The speed limit is 20 mile per 
hour. Remember to keep an eye out for heavy equipment as the construction sea-
son has started. The operators of heavy equipment may not be able to see a four 
wheeler and it is up to you to be observant so that we can avoid an accident. 
 
In case you don’t have my numbers, the office is 533-3911 and my local cell num-
ber is 533-1234 I keep the cell with me 24/7 and will answer it. I wish everyone a 
safe and fun summer. 
 
Thanks, 
Dan Decker, VPSO Sergeant 

A Message from Your VPSO 

Please Remember: 
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Red  Project  too,  but  in  each  community what  they 

feared  the  most  has  happened.  Over  time,  people 

have  forgotten  about  the  Code  Red  containers  and 

have  let  them  rust,  freeze, have  taken  supplies  from 

them for personal use, and even broken into them. In 

our community we have had previous Code Red con‐

tainer training, and have all of the equipment, but un‐

fortunately some of  the same  things have happened 

to our equipment. One of the Tm3s  (foam  fire extin‐

guishers  )  is broken, and  the main tank  for  the  foam 

unit is cracked. This shows that once we get all of the 

parts and pieces we need to stock,  repair, and main‐

tain our Code Red container we need to have frequent 

Code Red training sessions. Whether it’s just using the 

equipment to wash four wheelers, or even setting up a 

sprinkler for the kids, these are fun ways to keep our 

equipment in working condition and these ideas have 

all been approved through the Code Red Project. So, I 

figure  if everyone who has  signed up as a  volunteer 

with  our  fire  department  starts  attending meetings, 

we can get your input on different ideas for the Code 

Red training projects, and everyone will be Code Red 

trained too just in case of an emergency. 

  Along with the training  I received,  I also came 

into contact with a few helpful organizations and was 

informed of different things we can receive for our fire 

department. There are a few grants available such as 

the FEMA grant which if we apply for, we can receive 

up to twenty thousand dollars. Plus I can schedule ex‐

tra Code Red training if needed, and a few people will 

come out to our community and train us. In addition, 

there is an organization just for Volunteer Fire Depart‐

ments  that we  can  use  for  promotion  purposes  and 

inventory  of  equipment.  This  can  help  us  get  our 

equipment fixed and also get more equipment.  I was 

also  informed  of  a  few more  training  opportunities 

that we can attend that are all funded by the govern‐

ment and would help qualify and better our  fire De‐

partment and community. 

(Code Red continued from page 1) 

Vehicle Fire Training 

Structure Fire Training 

On the Hose 
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Library/Computer Lab News 
by Nancy Nease - Tribal Librarian 
 
 

S ummer Reading Club is entering week 7 on July 6, we will 
have six weeks left to reach our goals. On July 13th, partici-
pants who have read books so far, will each receive a certifi-

cate for a free pop compliments of Igiugig Village Council for 
reaching the goal of 500 books read. Remember, at 1,500 books 
read participants earn a BBQ and at 2,000 books read everyone will 
also receive certificates for a FREE Banana Split at the Back-to-
School gathering. Technically, the goal of 1,500 books read has 
been met, but I would like to issue a challenge to all of our readers 
ages 6 and above (especially the teen and adult readers). As you 
can see on the chart to the right, the 0-5 age group is carrying the 
load. Without these young readers, the rest of the group has only 
read 36 books in 6 weeks! So, here is the challenge, can we meet 
our goals for the BBQ and the Banana Split party without the help of 
the 0-5 age group? Yes we can! 
 

“Any  views,  findings,  conclusions  or  recommendations  expressed  in  this 
publication do not necessarily  represent  those  of  the  Institute  of Museum 
and Library Services” 

NAME  As of June 29  GOALS 

   Books  Pages  Green is Goals Met 

AGES 0 thru 5 

Aiden  0  x   100 bks 

Avery  50  x   200 bks 

Dannika  64  x   200 bks 

Keilan  2  x   100 bks 

Kiara  0  x   75 bks 

Leif  1,382  x   1,000 bks 

Shealayla  0  x   75 bks 

TOTALS  1,498  x   1,550 bks 

AGES 6 thru 18 

Andrew  5  202  15 bks, 1,000 pgs 

Jolynn  0  0  10 bks, 200 pgs 

TOTALS  5  202  25 bks, 1,200 pgs 

           
April  0  0  15 bks, 3,000 pgs 

Chase  0  0  10 bks, 2,000 pgs 

Danny  0  0  6 bks, 1,200 pgs 

Dolly Ann  2  590  24 bks, 2,400 pgs 

Fewnia  4  669  32 bks, 3,000 pgs 

Josephine  0  0  30 bks, 6,000 pgs 

Josh  5  360  20 bks, 3,000 pgs 

Maggie  0  0  5 bks, 1,000 pgs 

Molly  2  969  25 bks, 5,000 pgs 

Peyton  0  0  5 bks, 1,000 pgs 

Tess  0  0  7 bks, 2,800 pgs 

TOTALS  13  2,588  169 bks, 28,400 

Arran  0  0  7 bks, 3,000 pgs 

Barb  3  2,146  5 bks, 3,500 pgs 

Betsy  0  0  7 bks, 1,000 pgs 

Brenda  0  0  5 bks, 1,000 pgs 

Christina  1  358  15 bks, 3,000 pgs 

Dan Sr.  0  0  25 bks, 4,000 pgs 

Ida  0  0  5 bks, 2,000 pgs 

Jesse  0  0  7 bks, 3,000 pgs 

Julie  0  0  6 bks, 1,000 pgs 

Martha  0  0  10 bks, 1,300 pgs 

Mary H.  0  0  5 bks, 1,000 pgs 

Nancy  3  1,711  20 bks, 8,000 pgs 

Stacie  0  0  10 bks, 3,000 pgs 

Tanya  8  2,045  10 bks, 2,000 pgs 

Vicki  0  0  4 bks, 3,000 pgs 

Yako  3  857  5 bks, 1,000 pgs 

TOTALS  18  7,117  140 bks, 40,800 

GRAND 
TOTALS  1,534  9,907   

AGES 19 and UP 

Sudoku answers can be found on page 6. 
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Bits ‘n Pieces 
Contributed by Sandy Alvarez 

Miscellaneous Little Used Information 

Interesting things that you may use every day or you may never need to know… 
 

 Black bears can also be colored brown, yellow, cinnamon and occasionally white. 
 A “Blue Moon” refers to the occurrence of two full moons during one calendar month. 
 Donald Duck’s middle name is Fauntleroy. 
 Pinbones I – A salmon fillet will have no more than 32 pinbones, located in a straight line running 

from the head end half way to the tail. 
 Madagascar is the fourth largest island in the world, receded by Greenland, New Guinea, and Bor-

neo. 
 Beethoven brewed his coffee using precisely 60 beans per cup. 
 The human heart weighs less than a pound. 
 Vanilla is made from orchids. 
 Sharks re-grow lost teeth and can over a life time lose as many as 50,000 teeth. 
 The most powerful electric eel is found in South American Rivers and produces a shock of 400-650 

volts. 
 Pinbones II – It takes about 20 hours after catching for enzymes to cause the muscle to release from 

those bones so you can easily pull them out with a pair of tweezers or needle nose pliers. 
 Persia changed its name to Iran in 1935. 
 Odontophobia is the fear of teeth. 
 It snows more in the Grand Canyon than it does in Minnesota. 
 Cats have over one hundred vocal sounds, while dogs only have about ten. 
 A whip makes a cracking sound because its tip moves faster than the speed of sound. 
 Goldfish lose their color if they are kept in dim light or are placed in a body of running water, such 

as a stream. 
 Saudi Arabia has no rivers. 
 In 75% of American households, women manage the money and pay the bills. 
 Take your height and divide by eight and this is how tall your head is. 
 The average cost of raising a medium size dog to the age of eleven is $6,400. 
 Disney world generates about 120,000 pounds of garbage every day. 
 Many insects can carry 50 times their own body weight. 

-Sources, itouch Cool Facts App, UAF training courses, and other misc. 
 
 

SO MUCH TO KNOW! 
 

The main reason to even read and ponder any of this stuff is another of those medical myster-
ies. It seems that people who are constantly learning and curious tend to keep their mental fac-
ulties well into old age, sometimes avoiding dementia all together.  No wonder that old aunt that 
memorized every birthday of every baby in the family is still remembering to send out birthday 
cards to them all, even at age 80. 



Announcements 
 

 July 3rd, 17th & 31st, Igiugig Volunteer Fire 
Department  pancake breakfast fundraiser 
7am to 9am at the school. $5 all you can 
eat. 

 July 15th, Igiugig Volunteer Fire Department 
Regular Meeting, 8:00PM at Barb’s House. 

 July 22nd, IVC Meeting TBA 

 

TRASH... 

All trash dropped off at the Hangar needs 
to be placed in the gray tote.  Trash 
thrown on the floor is unacceptable.  All 
plastic and cans need to be placed in the 
blue recycling totes as well.  Thanks! 
 

 CONTROL YOUR PETS... 

PLEASE remember to chain up your dogs if they are over 6 months old. People have been complaining about loose 

dogs hanging out in porches, trash bags being ripped open, and poop on the roads.  TAKE CARE OF YOUR PET! 
 

Food Bank 
The Igiugig Food Bank is open and is located in the hangar. Although the Food Bank is open to everyone in the community, fami-

lies in need will have priority. If anyone has excess food, they can make a donation to the Food Bank. Cash contributions to the 

food bank are also welcome. Thanks! 
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Summer Store Hours 
Noon-1pm & 6-7pm 

 
************************************************************* 

Please help us get 
the July newsletter in 
the mail on time by 
having all newsletter 
items turned in   

 

July 28th by 7PM 
Thank You! 

REMINDERS 

 

Vehicle Parking Notice 
 

 If you are leaving on a flight please 
park on the sides or back (North side) 
of the hangar. 

 
 If you are at the airport working, doing 

business, doing garbage, etc. and 
need to stop in front of the hangar 
(South side) please park within 30' 
of the building. 

 
 Do not leave your vehicle out on the 

tarmac where airplanes need to taxi, 
park, or unload and do not park right 
in front of the big hangar doors. 

 

EGGS FOR SALE 

 

Our fresh chicken eggs are for sale! $4 

per dozen, free for elders. The eggs are 

in the hanger refrigerator. Please pay in 

the office and return your cartons! 

Sudoku answers (game on page 4). 
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by Sandy Alvarez 
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JULY Garden Activities:  
 
 JULY – Pick those flowers, enjoy 
bouquets on the table and inspire your 

plants to continue growing rather than going to seed.  
Picking blooms also inspires the plant to grow more 
bushy and compactly. 

 
 JULY – Press flowers.  You should be getting that new 

JC Penney catalog soon—so recycle—fill the old one 
with the blooms you are picking out of the flower beds.  
Dried pressed flowers can be useful in potpourri, hand 
made papers, and as embellishments on homemade 
cards.  

 
 MID JULY – Fertilize mid-month to keep plant 

growth fast and strong.  By this month your plant’s 
roots should be well established and while the days are 
long and warm your plants will grow very rapidly if 

you give them good food.  Side dressing with ‘worm 
soil’ or well-aged chicken manure is also good this 
time of year.  (be sure to go for well-aged, fresh will 
burn the roots of your plants and most likely kill them 
or set them back seriously.) 

 
 LATE JULY – Keep dead-heading your flowers even 

if you don’t pick them to bring in doors.  Most flowers 
should keep on blooming for several more months if 
the frost holds off. 

 
 LATE JULY – Fertilize or side-dress your trees, 

shrubs and perennials—this time or maybe once more 
not too far into August might be the last time you 
would want to do that.  Plants that need to “winter 
over” should slow down on their growth well before 
the first frost so they will be stronger to weather the 
cold.  (Tender new growth generally dies back and 
sometimes stresses the plant so much that the whole 
thing dies off.) 

 
What’s blooming now? 

Tomatoes! 

REMEMBER those Re’s 
Reduce – Refuse – Reuse – Renew – Recycle – Remodel – Refurbish – Rebuild – Recharge – 

Refill – Refinish – Repurpose – Recover – Reclaim – Reload – Reinvest – Reinvent –  
Re…something. 

The Tundra—Wooly Lousewort & Wild Arnica 
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June Hot Shots 
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Clinic News by Barbara Brown 

Due to a death in the family, I was out of the clinic for 
much of the month of June. The optometrist paid a visit to 
our village during my absence. I hear his visit went well. 

 
After my return, Donna, a visiting itinerant from Koli-

ganek, helped out at the clinic for a few days. Her assis-
tance was greatly appreciated and we look forward to 
having her back in the future. 

 
 

Protect the skin you’re in…  
remember to use sunscreen even on a cloudy day. 

 

Barb 

Important Clinic Dates: 
 
 

 Barb Brown is scheduled to be in the clinic for the month of July. 

See the Light; Protect Your Eyes 
This Summer 
 

July is UV Safety Month and the Ameri‐
can  Academy  of  Ophthalmology  re‐
minds Americans of  the  importance of 
protecting  their  eyes  from  the  sun’s 
harmful rays by wearing sunglasses and 
wide‐brimmed  hats. One  of  the  great‐
est threats to your eyes is invisible. The 
scientific  evidence  is  piling  up:  long‐
term  exposure  to  invisible  ultraviolet 
radiation (“sunburn rays”) can damage 
our eyes and  lead to vision  loss. Every‐
one is at risk, even children. 
 

Like your skin, your eyes never recover 
from UV  exposure.  Studies  show  that 
exposure  to  bright  sunlight  may  in‐
crease  the  risk of developing cataracts 
and age‐related macular degeneration, 
both  leading  causes  of  vision  loss 
among  older  adults.  UV  exposure, 
wind,  and  dust  can  also  cause  apter‐
ygial, benign growths on the eye’s sur‐
face. The more exposure to bright light, 
the  greater  the  chance  of  developing 
these eye conditions. 
 

In addition to the damage caused by a 
lifetime of exposure to bright sun, you 
need  to protect  your  eyes  from  acute 
damage  caused  by  outings  on  very 
bright  days.  Excessive  exposure  to  ul‐
traviolet  light reflected off sand, snow, 
water,  or  pavement  can  damage  the 
cornea, the eye’s surface. “Sun damage 
to  eyes  can  occur  anytime  during  the 
year, not just in the summertime,” said 
Richard  Bensinger, MD,  a  comprehen‐
sive  ophthalmologist  in  Seattle,  WA. 
“Although  July  is  designated  as  UV 
Safety Month, you should protect your 
eyes from damage all year long.” 
 

Similar to sunburn on your skin, corneal 
ultraviolet  injuries are painful, but usu‐
ally heal quickly. 
 

Source: American Academy of Ophtalmology 
Web Site: www.aao.org 

TAKE THESE STEPS TO PROTECT 
YOUR EYES FROM THE SUN: 

 
 Select sunglasses that block ultra-

violet rays. 
 Do not be deceived by color or 

cost. The ability to block UV 
light is not dependent on the 
darkness of the lens or the price 
tag. 

 Make sure your sunglasses block 99 
percent of 100 percent of UV rays and UV-B rays. 

 Ideally, your sunglasses should wrap all the way around to your 
temples, so the sun’s rays cannot enter from the side. 

 In addition to your sunglasses, wear a broad-rimmed hat to protect 
your eyes. 
 Do not be fooled by a cloudy day. The sun’s rays can pass 

through the haze and thin clouds. 
 Even if you wear contacts with UV protection, remember your sun-

glasses. 
 Sunglasses should be worn whenever outside. It is especially impor-

tant to wear sunglasses in the early afternoon and in higher alti-
tudes, where UV light is more intense. 



WALK TO BE FIT contributed by Sandy Alvarez 
 

Look forward to updates on the total Village Mileage after the busy summer season is over. 

Start Acting on your Knowledge for Long Life 
Do it with Attitude! 

Strangely, what you think about makes a difference.  Your mental intent causes your body to react in different ways.  In another 
one of those extremely strange studies, researchers looked at the caloric requirements of subjects who didn’t exercise and then 
measured it against ones who also didn’t exercise but intended to, and found that the “intending to exercise” group actually burned 
more calories.  The outcome makes no sense other than that thinking about exercising must have increased their metabolic rate in 
anticipation of something that they actually never did.  While this was just a small difference in the grand scheme of things, it 
serves to remind a person that intent is actually important to living a healthy lifestyle—maybe more so than we imagine! 
 

24 Non-Diet ways to slim down: 
Suggestions courtesy of WebMD article located at: 
 
http://www.webmd.com/diet/slideshow-no-diet-weight-loss?ecd=wnl_din_053110  
 

1. Spend at least 20-minutes eating your meal (set a timer or a stopwatch that you can see while you eat until you get used to that 
length of time). 

2. Sleep more (Add on an hour of sleep per night preferably at the beginning of the night). 
3. Eat three different veggies with dinner every night. 
4. Add a broth based soup to your day. 
5. Go for whole grains (they will stick with you longer, fill you up more, and generally have fewer calories per serving). 
6. Keep your skinny clothes where you will see them (hopefully only a size or two smaller so they will be inspirational rather than 

disheartening). 
7. Skip the bacon (go for lower fat options or manually remove some of the fat). 
8. Build a better slice of pizza by increasing the veggies and halving the cheese. 
9. Sip smart: cut back on sugar, bypass any drink with calories. 
10. Sip smart: use a tall thin glass so you will trick yourself into thinking you had more of your beverage. 
11. Sip smart: limit alcohol, not only does it pack a lot of calories, it also makes you pay less attention to what you are eating. 
12. Sip smart: go for green tea. 
13. Slip in a bit of Yoga, slowing down and calming your mind while stretching and strengthening your body. 
14. Eat at home. 
15. Chew strong flavored sugarless mint gum. 
16. Shrink your dishes, choosing a smaller plate will make it seem like food portions are bigger. 
17. Get food portions right, actually get out a measuring cup and make sure you are really eating one serving. 
18. Catch the eating pause.  Most people have a natural eating pause when they set down their fork for a few minutes.  Watch for 

yours and don’t eat anymore after that. 
19. Try the 80-20 Rule, stop eating when you begin to feel full (80% full) rather than continuing until you are stuffed. 
20. Eat out but cut back on the calories by one of several methods.  Split an order with a friend, order an appetizer as a meal, or put 

half the order in a doggie bag for another day. 
21. Reach for red sauce, anything tomato based is generally lower calorie and very healthy. 
22. Go meatless occasionally. 
23. Burn an extra hundred calories a day walking, gardening, mowing the grass, cleaning house or jogging and you could lose 10 

pounds in a year. 
24. Celebrate in a non-food way, pedicure, new clothes, that new gadget you were wishing for, etc. 

 

…80% (Full) + 10,000 (steps) = Healthier You! 
 

10,000 steps in the great outdoors would easily take you up around a couple bends on the 
beach and back—sounds like fun to me!  
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First Class Mail 

PLANNING A VISIT TO OUR AREA? CONTACT US FOR INFORMATION ABOUT ALL THAT IGIUGIG HAS TO OFFER. 
PHONE 907.533.3211       FAX 907.533.3217       EMAIL IGIUGIG@BRISTOLBAY.COM      WWW.IGIUGIG.COM 

AlexAnna Salmon, President 

Randy Alvarez, Vice-President 

Dallia Andrew, Member 

Christina Salmon, Member 

Kevin Olympic, Member 

AlexAnna Salmon - Interim Village Administrator 

Sandy Alvarez, Director of Accounting & Finance 

Nancy Nease, Tribal Librarian 

Christina Salmon, Environmental Director 

April Hostetter, Environmental Intern 

Tanya Salmon, Social Services Director  

April Hostetter, Tribal Clerk Intern 

Nancy Nease, Newsletter Editor 

Dan Decker, Sr., VPSO 

Chuck Brown, Fire Chief 

Barb Brown, EMS Coordinator 

Igiugig Tribal Village Council 

we’re on the web! 
www.igiugig.com 

PO Box 4008 
Igiugig, AK 99613 

Igiugig Tribal Village Council Newsletter 

stamp here 

Front & Back page photo credits:  
Elwood Schapansky 
Aerial Views of Igiugig 

Village of Igiugig 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


